DATA
SCIENTIST
Wave5 is quickly growing organization engaged in Data
Analytics, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and IoT.
We help our clients to transform their raw data into useful
information and new insights, which is why we are closely
following new developments in Microsoft technology.
We carry out this mission on the basis of four important
values: growth, craftsmanship, fun, and independency.
We believe all our employees should have in equal say
in ensuring these values are kept in place. You will be
encouraged to share your ideas and views as much as
possible.

As Data Scientist you will have an important part
to play at Wave5. You will be building successful
custom AI solutions for our clients. Your skills and
knowledge will be put to good use to work on the
success of Wave5 as a modern and future oriented
organization. For this, you will use the newest
innovations and technologies that the Microsoft
Azure Cloud Platform has to offer. At Wave5, you
will enjoy a lot of freedom, and responsibility, to
use your modeling and analytical skills to make
sure our clients are more than satisfied. You will
offer our clients an even better solution than they
expected.

What we offer:
• A culture of growth based on safety and
trust in which we are constantly learning
and researching, and focus on each other’s
knowledge is emphasized
• Exciting and challenging assignments and
projects in which we will use the newest
technologies
• A nice salary supplemented with:
• A personal budget that can be used for
pension or other matters
• An educational budget that you can use
for an education of your choice
• A mobility budget which can be used
for a car, bicycle, public transport
subscription, or a combination of the
above
• Laptop and phone
• Digital nomads: it is even possible to work from
abroad

Besides the knowledge and skills you already
possess, Wave5 offers you a lot of room to keep
on growing. You will learn from our experts, on the
job, and extra training. This way, you will keep on
improving, and your knowledge will be continuously
sharpened.

Certifications you will train for:
• Microsoft Certified: Azure Fundamentals;
• Microsoft Certified: Azure AI Engineer
Associate;
• Microsoft Certified: Azure Data Scientist
Associate;

At Wave5 you will be working for a modern,
cutting-edge organization at the forefront of
Microsoft innovation and technologies. We strive for
excellence and encourage you to grow along with
us, in a business sense, but in a personal sense as
well.

What we ask:
• The drive and curiousity to keep on learning
and growing
• A proactive and self-organizing mindset
• You are collegial and work well in teams
• An attitude focused on our clients
• A passion for technology and the development of Data & AI solutions
• Above average interest in and experience
with data analytics
• Experience with R, Python
• Experience with speech analytics, NLP
• A proven record of building data models
• Experience with Azure data services such as
Data Factory/Databricks/Datalake/Synapse,
Azure ML
• Experience with Azure Cognitive Services
• It is helpful to have a Scrum Master
Certificate, and to have started or finished the
Azure Certification

•

Interested, or want to know more? Send us an e-mail
at work@wave5.nl

